In this paper we discuss the phenomenon of Object Shift in Norwegian, and we show that this operation is more complex and discourse related than what has traditionally been assumed. We argue that Object Shift cannot be accounted for in a purely prosodic approach. Rather, we demonstrate that a common denominator for all objects undergoing Object Shift is that they are topics. We thus propose that Object Shift should be analysed as (IP-internal) topicalization. Furthermore, we discuss in detail the peculiar behaviour of the topical pronominal object det 'it' in cases where its referent is not an individuated, gender-agreeing noun, but rather a non-individuated referent, like a full clause, a VP or a type DP. In such cases, this pronoun typically refrains from Object Shift. We discuss the contrast between these types of objects and shifting objects in light of the topic hierarchy presented in Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) and show that pronominal objects that undergo Object Shift have the characteristics of familiar topics, while det 'it' in the nonshifting contexts have the characteristics of aboutness topics. Consequently, we propose that Object Shift only applies to pronominal objects that constitute familiar topics.
Introduction
Scandinavian Object Shift is a phenomenon that has intrigued linguists since it was first discussed in Holmberg (1986) , more than twenty years ago. This is also the case with Norwegian Object Shift (OS), which is the topic of the present paper. OS, which moves pronominal objects across negation and other adverbs, is illustrated with a Norwegian example in (1):
(1) Jon så den ikke.
Jon saw it not 'Jon didn't see it.'
Despite a great deal of interest in and focus on these structures, there exists as of yet no generally agreed upon analysis of the phenomenon with regard to several aspects of the construction. This includes questions such as (i) what types of objects move, (ii) why these objects move, and (iii) why they only do so in conjunction with verb movement. In the present paper, we will address the first two of these questions. Traditionally, Norwegian OS has been regarded as an operation that applies to prosodically weak objects (see section 3.1), and in light of this, it might seem surprising that the question of which objects move and why should still be a topic of research. One might expect the answer to these questions to be that weak pronominal objects move and they do so because they are prosodically light.
1 However, the situation is considerably more complex than this. We will show that there is a great deal more variation with regard to which pronouns shift than is generally assumed in the literature and we will further illustrate that this variation is not contingent on prosody. Instead, we will argue that OS should be regarded as an operation in which pronominal objects are topicalized to an IP-internal topic position. Furthermore, as we will see, the nature of the element the topical pronominal object refers to plays a crucial role. While pronouns with an individuated referent typically undergo OS, pronouns with an nonindividuated referent tend to remain in an unshifted position. We link this contrast to what type of topic the pronominal object constitutes.
The paper is organised as follows. Section two provides a brief introduction to OS, while section three discusses previous theoretical approaches to the phenomenon. In section four, we present some new data that challenge the traditional view of these structures. Section five introduces the topic-based analysis of OS, while six deals with different types of topichood. Finally, section seven shows how the different types of topical pronouns display complimentary distribution with respect to various positions in the clause. Section eight provides some concluding remarks.
Norwegian Object Shift
As is well known, Norwegian OS only applies to pronominal objects. This means that if the object in a sentence such as (1) above had been a full DP, it would have to appear to the right rather than to the left of the negation. This difference is illustrated in (2) below:
(2) a.
Jon så den ikke. b.
Jon så ikke bilen. Jon saw it not car.the 'Jon didn't see it/the car.' However, OS is not only restricted to pronominal objects, it is also a fairly restrictive operation in other ways. For example, it only applies when the lexical verb moves out of the VP, an observation that is known as Holmberg's Generalization (HG, Holmberg 1986) . As a result, OS does not apply in clauses with periphrastic tense (3a) or in embedded clauses without verb movement (3b). This close correlation with verb movement is further confirmed by the fact that in embedded clauses displaying verb movement, pronominal objects have to shift (3c).
(3) a.
Jon har {*den} ikke lest {den}. Jon has it not read it 'Jon hasn't read it.' b.
Jon sa [at han {*den} ikke likte {den}]. Jon said that he it not liked it 'Jon said that he didn't like it.' c.
Jon sa [at han likte {den} ikke {*den}].
Jon said that he liked it not it 'Jon said that he didn't like it.'
As mentioned above, one of the goals of the present study is to illustrate that OS does not apply across the board. However, it is a wellknown fact that OS does not apply to all pronouns, specifically not to contrastively focused pronouns. This is illustrated in (4): (4) John leste {*DEN} sannsynligvis aldri {DEN}.
Jon read IT probably never IT 'Jon probably never read that one.'
This observation is clearly compatible with the abovementioned prosodic approach to OS in the sense that in (4) the pronominal object is not prosodically light, in contrast with the unstressed pronominal objects in (1) and (2a). As we can see, the two also behave differently with regard to OS, the unstressed element shifts (cf. (1) and (2a)), while stressed pronouns do not, (4). However, in the remainder of this paper, we will show that this dichotomy is not representative of the behaviour of pronominal objects in general. Many pronominal objects do not shift, some of which are stressed and some of which are unstressed.
At this point, it might be useful to briefly comment on how Norwegian OS compares with scrambling in languages such as Dutch and German. Although the two processes have some properties in common, there is good reason to assume that OS is indeed different from scrambling. It is different with respect to HG, in the sense that scrambling is not limited to contexts in which the lexical verb leaves the VP (cf. (5b) 
Previous research: Why prosodic approaches do not work
As already mentioned, a number of different approaches have been proposed to account for OS. For example, several early studies relate it to case assignment (Holmberg 1986 , Vikner 1994 , Holmberg & Platzack 1995 . Fox & Pesetsky (2005) , on the other hand, propose an approach based on phases and order preservation, where the order of the verb and the object within the vP phase has to be preserved. Nilsen (2003) takes Holmberg's Generalization to follow from phrasal verb movement of the VP, where the object is pied-piped along inside the VP. There are numerous accounts of various aspects of OS, and the works mentioned here are just a few examples of the many different kinds of proposals available in the literature. As one of our main goals here is to show that not all pronominal objects behave the same with respect to OS, the details of these approaches will not be discussed further. What is important in the current context, however, is to show that the prosodic account of OS, which at first sight seems quite promising, does not work, given the data that will be presented here. Furthermore, the second aim of the present study is to propose an account of Norwegian OS that regards it as topicalization to a clause-medial (IP-internal) position, and consequently, any approaches which take OS to be related to information structure are of particular relevance as well. Thus, the present section will consider prosodic and information structure based approaches to OS and argue that these need to be revised to account for the data presented here.
Prosodic accounts
The general observation that all pronominal objects have to undergo OS, except stressed contrastive ones, has made prosody an attractive starting-point for various accounts of the phenomenon. For example, Erteschik-Shir (2005) argues that OS is a purely phonological operation. According to her proposal, weak object pronouns do not constitute prosodic words and cannot be pronounced on their own. Consequently, they have to cliticize onto another element in an operation she refers to as Prosodic Incorporation. This operation causes pronominal objects to incorporate into the verb. Importantly, these elements cannot cliticize onto the negation or other adverbials, thus making it impossible for pronominal objects to follow negation. Another account of OS that relies heavily on prosodic factors is found in Vogel (2006) . Vogel argues that Scandinavian OS is a reflection of a restriction that applies quite generally in the Germanic languages, namely that weak function words tend to be avoided on the edges of larger prosodic domains. In Vogel's account (following Selkirk 1996) , weak function words are defined as words lacking word stress. Based on this observation, he provides an optimality theoretical account of OS according to which weak function words are invisible, in the sense that they do not count as part of the phonological-correspondent of the verb phrase (they do not project prosodic structure). As a result, shifted pronouns do not violate syntactic constraints on the linearization of VP in languages with OS. (See also Josefsson 2003 Josefsson , 2010 , for other approaches that take prosody into account in order to explain OS).
In the remainder of this section, we will show that OS versus no OS is dependent on the type of pronominal object rather than its prosodic status. In order to do this, we will show that the distinction between mono-and disyllabic object pronouns is irrelevant. Rather, certain types of pronouns have to undergo OS, while others cannot do so. If we start by considering personal pronouns, these pronouns have to shift across negation irrespective of whether they have one or two syllables. This is illustrated in (6), where the pronoun in (6a) is monosyllabic, while the one in (6b) is disyllabic. As can be seen from the examples, in both cases the pronominal object has to shift. The same is true for indefinite pronouns (cf. Diesing 1996 , Vikner 1997 ); they do not shift regardless of how many syllables they consist of. This is illustrated for a monosyllabic pronoun in (8a) and a disyllabic one in (8b).
(8) a. Jeg ville låne en sykkel, men han hadde {*en} ikke {en}. I wanted borrow a bicycle but he had one not one 'I wanted to borrow a bicycle but he didn't have one.' b.
De kjente {*noen} ikke {noen}. they knew someone not someone 'They didn't know anyone.' Finally, Mikkelsen (2011) has shown that pronominal objects that are focused cannot shift, even if they are unstressed (Mikkelsen 2011: 240) . Thus the monosyllabic personal pronoun (him) in (9) cannot shift, even though it is (i) a personal pronoun, and we saw in (6) that personal pronouns always shift, and (ii) monosyllabic, and we have seen that prosodic accounts rely on the idea that OS is related to prosody.
(9) Den hurtigste spiller på holdet er uden tvivl Morten og … the fastest player on team.the is without doubt Morten and den højeste er {*ham} faktisk også {ham}. the tallest is him actually also him 'The fastest player on the team is without a doubt Morten and the tallest one/player is actually also him.'
Thus, we have shown that there are a number of examples of prosodically weak object pronouns that do not undergo OS, while strong pronouns (which receive word stress) may or may not shift depending on what type of pronouns they are. Consequently, we can conclude that the prosodic account does not hold. However, if we consider the example in (9), this example also reveals that the classification into types of pronouns used above does not hold. As (9) shows, the personal pronoun him, which we would expect to obligatorily appear to the left of the negation, has to remain in the unshifted position because it is focused. This suggests that it is not enough to classify different types of pronouns as shifting or nonshifting, it is also necessary to consider what impact information structure has in each individual case.
Focus-based accounts
There are several accounts of OS that have taken it to be related to information structure. Common to most of these is that they relate it to focus, or rather defocussing. 4 For example, Holmberg (1999) argues that pronominal objects have to shift out of the VP to avoid being left within the default focus domain (the VP). According to Holmberg, weak pronominals (such as in the example in (2a) above) are inherently non-focused and have to move out of the VP, while strong pronouns and DPs have to be focused and consequently remain in situ (illustrated in (4) and (2b), respectively). The problem has in many cases been to distinguish this focus-based approach from a purely prosodic account, as the two make the same predictions with respect to (2a), (2b) and (4). The defocussed element in (2a) is also prosodically light, while the focussed elements in (2b) and (4) are prosodically strong.
As already indicated by example (9) above, Mikkelsen (2011) found a way to tease focus and prosodic prominence apart. In her study of OS largely based on Danish, Mikkelsen shows that while pronouns in predicational copular clauses must shift, this is not the case in specificational clauses. According to Mikkelsen, the explanation for this is related to information structure: Predicational copular clauses have a free focus structure, and focus may hence be on either the pre-or the postverbal argument. Specificational copular clauses, on the other hand, exhibit fixed focus on the post-copular element (cf. Mikkelsen 2011: 235-236) . Consequently, in such contexts, the post-copular element cannot shift across the negation, and this is what we saw illustrated in (9) above. However, Mikkelsen further tested a number of informants regarding whether stress played a role in these structures. The results of her survey revealed that in clauses of the type in (9), the pronoun was only acceptable in the unshifted position, but in this position it could be either stressed or unstressed. Based on this, Mikkelsen argues that a purely phonological account of OS is untenable; the reason why pronominal objects shift is not that they lack stress, but rather that they cannot be focused and consequently have to shift out of the VP.
However, there are some problematic aspects of Mikkelsen's account as well. First recall from the previous subsection that indefinite pronouns do not undergo OS in the Scandinavian languages. This was illustrated in (8) above, repeated here for convenience.
(8) a.
Jeg ville låne en sykkel, men han hadde {*en} ikke {en}. I wanted borrow a bicycle but he had one not one I wanted to borrow a bicycle but he didn't have one. b.
De kjente {*noen} ikke {noen}. they knew someone not someone They didn't know anyone.
Within the defocusing approach advocated by Holmberg (1999) and Mikkelsen, we would consequently expect indefinite pronominals to be focused. However, this does not seem to be the case. None of the indefinite pronouns in the examples in (8) above are contrastively focused. Even though it is possible to imagine a situation in which these elements could be contrastively focused, the examples in (8) reveal that this is not necessary. Furthermore, as illustrated in (8a), there is no requirement for indefinite object pronouns to be informationally new either, so it is not the case that they have to be informationally focused. This is revealed both by the example in (8a) and in (10), in which the pronoun en 'one' refers back to chocolate: Thus, indefinite pronouns are problematic to accounts that take OS to be a defocussing operation. Such approaches are further challenged in the next section where we discuss another group of pronominal objects that are not stressed and not focused, but that nevertheless have to remain in situ in contexts in which OS generally applies.
Some new data: The curious case of pronoun det 'it'
In this section we present some more data that are problematic both for the prosodic account of OS and for the defocussing approach. These data concern the pronoun det 'it.' This pronoun is the neuter form of the third person singular personal pronoun. In OS contexts, it typically refers to an NP referent in the neuter gender, as in (12) Interestingly, pronominal det with referents like those in (13)-(15) tends to resist OS. Andréasson (2008 Andréasson ( , 2009 Andréasson ( , 2010 has shown this for Danish and Swedish with respect to det referring to a clause or a VP, and Anderssen et al. (2012) These data further challenge the prosodic account of OS, as these unshifted instances of det typically are unstressed. Furthermore, these types of pronouns can hardly be claimed to be focus elements (thereby resisting OS), as they clearly refer to given information, and do not express any kind of contrastivity. Thus, OS needs an alternative account. In the remaining sections, we will pursue an approach in which OS is seen as a topicalization operation.
OS as IP-internal topicalization
In her discussion of OS in Swedish and Danish, Andréasson (2008 Andréasson ( , 2009 Andréasson ( , 2010 alludes to the notion of accessibility and cognitive status in the sense of the Givenness Hierarchy of Gundel et al. (1993) . This hierarchy is shown in Figure 1 (Gundel et al. 1993) According to the Givenness Hierarchy, personal and demonstrative pronouns have the highest cognitive status, in focus and activated, respectively. Borthen et al. (1997) and Gundel et al. (1999) In terms of the Givenness hierarchy, it in (19) has a higher cognitive status than that in (20), and in parallel, det referring to a nominal expression has a higher cognitive status than det referring to a clause. Andréasson (2008 Andréasson ( , 2009 Andréasson ( , 2010 ) makes use of this distinction in her account of shifted and non-shifted pronominal objects in Danish and Swedish. She argues that pronouns with a DP referent are in general cognitively easier to process than pronouns with a clausal or VP referent. In English, this is reflected in the use of it vs. that. For Danish and Swedish, Andréasson argues that the difference in cognitive status affects the availability of OS. More specifically, she proposes that the OS position is only available to pronominal objects that are in focus. This accounts for the standard cases of OS, as Andréasson argues that pronominal objects referring to DPs are in focus. Det referring to a clause or a VP, on the other hand, is only activated (and not in focus), and it typically does not undergo OS.
Although neither Gundel et al. (1993) nor Andréasson (2008 Andréasson ( , 2009 Andréasson ( , 2010 say this explicitly, it seems clear that the term in focus essentially means topic. As a definition of what it means to be in focus, Gundel et al. (1993: 279) say it is 'the current center of attention ' and Gundel (2010: 154) says that 'the addressee is intently looking at it' and that 'it was introduced in a syntactically prominent position in the immediately preceding sentence'. These are properties that are associated with topichood, e.g. what the sentence is about (Reinhart 1981) . Along the lines of Andréasson, Anderssen et al. (2012) therefore argue that the common denominator for pronominal objects that undergo OS is that they are topical elements. Thus they propose that OS is an operation of topicalization, where the target position for the topicalized object is an IP-internal TopP (cf. Jayaseelan 2001 , Mohr 2005 .
However, there are strong indications that the unshifted pronominal det in (16)-(18) also qualifies as a topic. For one thing, it is typically unaccented, which suggests that it corresponds to English it, and thus is an in focus element, i.e. a topic. Furthermore, based on results from a corpus survey of written Danish and Swedish texts 6 , Andréasson (2010) reports that the preferred position of det referring to a clause or a VP in Danish and Swedish is in fact the clause-initial position. As far as we know, the pronoun tends to be unstressed here as well (the same holds for Norwegian). This is another good indication that such pronouns are indeed topics.
Due to this, Anderssen et al. (2012) argue that topicality alone cannot be what determines whether or not a pronominal object shifts. They point out that a crucial distinction between shifting and non-shifting det concerns the nature of the entity it refers to in terms of individuation. Pronominal objects that typically undergo OS are not only topics, but they also clearly have an individuated referent, i.e. they refer to a specific, identifiable entity <e> (cf. Andréasson 2008) already mentioned in the discourse. We saw this in example (12), where det in speaker B's response refers to the specific house mentioned by speaker A in the previous utterance. In contrast, both clausal-and VP-referring det and det referring to a type DP have nonindividuated referents. In examples (16) and (17), det does not refer to a specific or identifiable entity in the discourse, but rather to whole propositions; the VP 'eat any fruit' in (16) and the whole clause 'she has gone home' in (17). Likewise, in example (18), det does not refer to any specific fish. If it did, it would have agreed in gender with the masculine noun 'fish' and appeared in its masculine form den. Rather, det here refers to fish as a type of food, and thus has a non-individuated referent.
Consequently, det does not undergo OS in (16)-(18).
These different referential properties of personal pronouns can be further illustrated with spoken data from the Nordic Dialect Corpus 7 (Johannessen, Priestley, Hagen, Åfarli & Vangsnes 2009 ). Consider first example (21). In this dialogue, the lake Djelgiaore is the topic of the discourse. Once the lake has been introduced into the discourse, speaker lakselv_03gm refers to it using the agreeing personal pronoun det (in the neuter gender, since vann 'lake' is neuter) when he explains to speaker lakselv_04gk that the lake is called Djelgiaore, and that it runs into another lake called Nattvann. And crucially, in speaker lakselv_03gm's final utterance, the pronoun, again referring to the same specific lake Djelgiaore, shifts across negation: (21) This example clearly shows that what the pronoun det here refers to is indeed the topic of the conversation. Speaker lakselv_04gk asks where speaker lakselv_03gm goes fishing and by introducing the lake Djelgiaore, he turns this into the discourse topic. Moreover, det refers to a specific, identifiable entity in the discourse, namely lake Djelgiaore, and hence has an individuated referent. As expected under the proposal by Anderssen et al. (2012) the pronoun det thus undergoes OS. In the next dialogue, the musical "Jesus Christ Superstar" is the topic of the discourse. Speaker kirkenes_01um first asks speaker kirkenes_02uk whether she has seen this musical, and then whether she thought it was good. Speaker kirkenes_01um uses the pronoun det in her response to this. Det here clearly refers the whole proposition 'it was good.' By the time of speaker kirkenes02uk's response, this proposition is already present in the discourse, and thus given. We therefore assume the proposition to have the status of being topical at the point of speaker kirkenes02uk's response. However, this proposition obviously cannot be considered to be a specific entity. Consequently, the pronoun det in speaker kirkenes02uk's response refers to a non-individuated element, and hence remains in an unshifted position. Finally, lets look at a naturally occurrence of example of det referring to a type DP, a bathing beauty 8 (also from the Nordic Dialect Corpus). Here, speaker brunlanes_01um is not asking speaker brunlanes_02uk whether she is some particular bathing beauty but rather whether she has characteristics in common with those associated with a bathing beauty in general. Thus, when speaker brunlanes_02uk responds using det to refer to this, she too does not have any particular bathing beauty in mind, but rather bathing beauty as a type. Another indication that we are dealing with reference to a type DP here is that there is lack of gender agreement between bathing beauty, which is masculine, and the pronoun det, which as we know is neuter. As one would expect, this pronoun thus does not undergo OS: These spoken corpus examples therefore support the generalization proposed in Anderssen et al. (2012) , namely that topical pronominal objects with an individuated referent undergo OS, while topical pronominal objects with a non-individuated referent do not. 9 Note, however, that although this generalization correctly describes the typical scenario, even this approach cannot account for the complete picture. As shown in Bentzen & Anderssen (2011) , there are contexts in which even a pronoun det referring to e.g. a clause can undergo OS (from Bentzen & Anderssen 2011):
At John er så naiv, plager meg virkelig, men hun merker {det} ikke {det}. that John is so naïve bothers me really but she notice it not it 'That John is so naïve really bothers me, but she doesn't notice it/that.'
In the next section, we link the different behaviour of various topical personal pronouns with respect to OS to the nature of different kinds of topics. Frascarelli (2007) , Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007, and references therein) discuss different types of topics. They distinguish between aboutness topics, contrastive topics, and familiar topics. Aboutness topics are "what the sentence is about." Contrastive topics on the other hand "create [s] oppositional pairs with respect to other topics". Finally, a familiar topic is "[A] given or accessible constituent, which is typically distressed." We adopt this division of various topics, and as we will see shortly, the type of topic a pronominal object is will influence whether it is available to OS.
The relevance of the type of topichood
In Norwegian, all shifting pronominal objects are distressed. They are also informationally given, and D-linked in the sense that they have an accessible referent in the discourse. Thus, shifting pronominal objects have the typical characteristics of what Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl label familiar topics. Recall that in the previous section we demonstrated that personal pronouns that undergo OS are topics, as illustrated in the dialogue in (21). In this dialogue, it is clear that det in the final utterance is not just a topic, but more specifically what Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl refer to as a familiar topic. Indeed they claim that familiar topics usually are realized as pronouns, exactly the types of elements that undergo OS. Based on this, we propose that OS applies to (all and only) familiar pronominal objects in Norwegian.
While objects that are familiar topics obligatorily shift, objects that are not familiar topics cannot shift. In the previous section, we saw that the pronominal object det 'it' with a clause, a VP, or a type DP as its referent does not shift. This is at first sight surprising, as these objects probably also constitute topics. Recall the dialogue in (22), in which the topic under discussion is the musical "Jesus Christ Superstar", repeated here as (24). The speaker kirkenes_01um asks his interlocutor whether she thought it was good, and she (kirkenes_02uk) answers using a structure that does not involve OS. We argued in the previous section that by the time (24) is uttered, the proposition "it was good" is already present and given in the (non-shifted det = 'that it worries me that…') (shifted det = 'that John is so naïve') Moreover, Andréasson 2008 claims that det referring to a clause occurs in a shifted position much more frequently in factive than in non-factive clauses. We leave the challenge these observations pose for future research (but point the interested readers to Bentzen & Anderssen 2011 for a preliminary account for this). discourse and hence a topic, but nevertheless does not undergo OS. The fact that the object pronoun in (24) can be topicalized to the clause-initial position, as illustrated in (25) So a pressing question is why these elements tend to refrain from undergoing object shift. We link this to the nature of the constituent the pronoun is referring to. Both clausal and VP-referring det 'it' and det 'it' referring to a type DP have a non-individuated referent. They do not refer to any specific or identifiable (D-linked) entity in the discourse, and hence cannot be familiar topics. We argue that such objects are aboutness topics, or "what the sentence is about" in the framework of Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) . Note that Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007:105) claim that facts and events cannot be aboutness topics. This assumption is based on the fact that German das (it), when referring back to entire facts or events, is never marked with the Low + High* tone that is generally used for aboutness topics. We would like to challenge this assumption, at least for Norwegian, and claim that the Norwegian equivalent, det, can be an aboutness topic. Pragmatically this makes sense in the context discussed in (22), as the sentence (in 24) is about the fact that the musical was not good (according to the speaker). Furthermore the constituent has been "newly introduced" (Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl 2007 :88, from Givón 1983 and "is a matter of standing and current interest or concern" (Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl 2007 :88, from Strawson 1963 , and hence fits Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl's definition of aboutness topic perfectly. Let us consider another example of an aboutness topic, this time from one of the adult speakers in a child language corpus (Anderssen 2006) . In this dialogue, the investigator and Ann are looking in a book where there are pictures of different kinds of food, and among these there is a picture of macaroni. The investigator tells Ann that the thing she can see in the picture is called macaroni. In this dialogue the topic is whether Ann has ever tasted macaroni. It starts with the investigator asking whether she has, and Ann answers that she has not. Then the investigator utters the sentence containing the potential OS context, and this is a question that literally means have you not done that.
In the relevant utterance, the pronominal object det refers to the VP, eaten macaroni, and does not shift. The clause takes the form of an interrogative, but it is more of a 'conversational' interrogative than an actual one; the investigator could have replied with a declarative clause with the same order of the negation and the pronominal object. If that had been the case, both the in situ version in (27) and the topicalized version in (28) In this section, we have argued that VP-and CP-and type DP-referring examples of unshifted det should be regarded as topics, but as aboutness topics rather than familiar topics. Another interesting fact about these examples is that the natural translation of det in these contexts is in fact that (cf. (27)- (28)). Recall from Figure 1 in section 5 that Andréasson (2008 Andréasson ( , 2009 Andréasson ( , 2010 refers to the Givenness Hierarchy of various nominal elements (Gundel et al. 1993) in her treatment of OS in Danish and Swedish. According to this hierarchy, personal and demonstrative pronouns have the highest cognitive status, that is, they are in focus and activated, respectively. Andréasson argues that only pronominal objects that are in focus, that is personal pronouns, may undergo OS. In section 5, we suggested that in focus seems to be equivalent to topic. In this section we have seen that the pronominal objects in (22)-(28) also behave like topics, even though these pronominal elements are defined as activated rather than in focus according to the Givenness Hierarchy. There thus seems to be a parallel between what Gundel et al. (1993) refer to as in focus pronominal objects and familiar topics, on the one hand, and what they refer to as activated pronominal objects and aboutness topics, on the other. The common denominator here is topichood and a high cognitive accessibility. However, as we have seen already, the two types of topics are not associated with the same syntactic position.
The positions of pronominal objects: An overview
In this section we correlate the types of topics discussed in Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) to the various positions in which pronominal objects can occur in Norwegian. Based on data from Italian and German, Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl argue that there is a hierarchy among various topics with respect to their relative order and position in the clause. We here propose an adaptation of this hierarchy to account for the possible positions of pronominal objects in Norwegian. 10 The various positions and functions of the different types of topical objects in Norwegian can thus be roughly schematized as follows: In the in-situ position, we find contrastively focused pronouns. We also typically find the pronoun det here when it has a non-individuated reference. In the OS position, we find pronominal objects that have undergone OS, namely objects that are familiar topics. Finally, in the clause-initial position, we again find the pronoun det with a nonindividuated reference, in addition to contrastive topics. There is a complimentary distribution between these different types of topics: While familiar topics typically cannot occur neither in the in-situ position nor in the clause-initial position, aboutness topics and contrastive topic/focus elements cannot occur in the OS position.
The examples in (29)-(31) illustrate the complementary distribution of various types of pronominal objects. In (29) we see an example of the placement of familiar (non-contrastive) topics, and as these examples show, these pronominal objects have to undergo OS; they are generally incompatible with both the clause-initial and the in-situ position: Finally, in (31) we see the possible positions for contrastive pronouns. Again, the options are the clause-initial position or the in-situ position, whereas the OS position is unavailable. Note that in the clause-initial position, this pronoun is a contrastive topic, while in the in situ position, it is contrastively focused:
(31) Contrastive pronominal objects:
Kjøpte du den siste boka til Camilla Läckberg igår? bought you that last book.the to Camilla Läckberg yesterday 'Did you buy the most recent Camilla Läckberg novel yesterday?' a.
Nei, DEN kjøpte jeg ikke (men jeg kjøpte en annen bok). no that bought I not but I bought an other book 'No, THAT I didn't buy (but I bought some other novel).' b.
*Nei, jeg kjøpte DEN ikke (men jeg kjøpte en annen bok). no I bought that not but I bought an other book c.
Det var ikke DEN jeg skulle ha (men en annen bok).
it was not that I should have but an other book 'I didn't want THAT one (but some other novel).'
In this final section we have shown that the relative position of the different types of pronominal objects can be described in terms of an adaptation of the topic hierarchy in Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007) . We have also illustrated the complimentary distribution of pronominal objects with respect to position in the clause. This further supports our claim that pronominal objects may constitute different kinds of topics, and that the type of topichood involved determines the availability of OS to an IPinternal TopP.
Summary and concluding remarks
In this paper, we have proposed an approach to OS that regards it as IPinternal topicalization. We have done this by illustrating that pronominal objects that undergo OS typically represent topics, and, following Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl's (2007) hierarchy of topics, we have demonstrated that, more specifically, these elements fit into the category of familiar topics. Not only are they D-linked, but they also represent the most accessible type of referent in the Givenness Hierarchy, that is, they are in focus (Gundel et al. 1993 ). However, a closer investigation into the placement of different pronominal objects reveals that a great number of them do not undergo OS. This includes pronominal objects referring back to non-individuated referents, such as VPs, CPs, or type-referring DPs. In fact, these elements do not shift even in cases when they can be shown to be topics. Based on this, we suggest that object pronouns (det) referring back to non-individuated referents are aboutness topics, and must either be topicalized into the clause-initial position, or remain in an in situ topic position. These referents are somewhat less accessible in Gundel et al.'s (1993) (Gundel et al. 1993) , on the other. In this paper, we have shown that in Norwegian, the former type of topics obligatorily undergoes OS, while the latter typically does not.
